CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
As might be judged from the preceding chapterrs discussion of the
nature of cancer, it will not be easy to determine what causes cancer*
It is especially difficult to identify the connections between cancer
and what people eat, not only because of the complex nature of the dis-
ease, but also because of the complex nature of the food supply, the
variations in eating habits, and the limitations of scientific tools.
The classic diet-related disease is associated with a deficiency of
one or more nutrients. The discoveries of the causes and cures of dis-
eases such as scurvy (caused by a lack of ascorbic acid) and beriberi
(caused by a lack of thiamine) led to the development of a specific model
for nutrition research in which nutrient requirements were determined by
producing deficiencies in laboratory animals or volunteers.
The relationships between diet and chronic disease did not emerge
as a major interest to investigators until the causes of the princi-
pal deficiency diseases were identified. Just as it was once difficult
for investigators to recognize that a symptom complex could be caused
by the lack of a nutrient, so until recently has it been difficult for
scientists to recognize that certain pathological conditions might re-
sult from an abundant and apparently normal diet. Adverse effects on
health associated with nutrient excess in humans have long been recog-
nized. Obesity is the most noticeable among them. Other adverse effects
result, at least partly, from the availability (and overuse) of vitamin
and mineral supplements. Certain vitamins and most of the minerals are
known to be toxic above certain levels. But these known adverse (patho-
logic) effects of vitamin and mineral overdoses have, like the deficiency
diseases, a conspicuously direct relationship with the nutrients in ques-
tion. That is, the effects of denying or restoring a nutrient to an ex-
perimental subject, whether animal or human, are usually observable
within a short time—at most, months. The links between diet and meta-
bolic, degenerative, and malignant diseases are considerably less obvious.
However, because such conditions as atherosclerosis or cancer are probably
associated with dietary patterns that extend over a number of years, the
causative agents are difficult to identify.
The possible relationships between diet and cancer have been investi-
gated in studies of human populations and in laboratory experiments using
various in vitro systems (to check substances for their ability to mutate
bacteria and mutate of tran^fotm other cells) or animal models (to test
substances dir^<it;L^v>f6't>^^^^g^nicity}'« This chapter provides a synop-
sis of the''"'streBigfha'''"'and '^%fette'8:s1edj'ithat- are Inherent in the methods used

